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Introduction
It is well known that high energy elastic scattering of hadrons on nuclei (h-A) can be accounted for by geometrical models such as the Glauber theory [1] and the Chou-Yang model [2] . Consequently, the reaction cross-section may be computed by means of these models. In ,this paper, we propose to use simple formulae derived from the optical model (OM) under appropriate assumptions,
Sec. 2, to analyze reaction cross-sections.
The formula for the h-A reaction cross-section, (4-a), has the same A-dependence as expected from the rms radius of the Fermi distribution of nuclear matter, Sec. 3. We test the validity of this formula by analyzing the nuclear radii measured by the DESY--MIT experiment' [4] .
The appealing feature of our formula is its simplicity. This is shown Our approach is further extended to heavy-ion reactions, Sec. 2. The cross-section thus obtained, (4-b) , resembles that of p-A, (4-a) and predicts the well-known behavior of the overlapping parameter of the Bradt-Peters formula, (6) . Our formula will be used to analyze LBL and ISR experiments, Sec. 5.
We mention that our OM approach enables us to relate the HI cross-section to that of p-A by a simple expression, (12) . This relationship will be tested with the currently available data from LBL [7] and ISR [18] . Sec. 1. z
Derivation of Nuclear Cross-Sections
We begin with the hadron-nucleus reaction, denoted byah{A), A being the mass number of the target nucleus of radius R. According to the optical model model [3] . the absorption cross section is given by
where b is the impact parameter, 2x =2 VR 2 -b 2 the traversal and ). the mfp of absorption, see Fig. la .. We recall that for uniform nuclear density [3] : (2-a) no distinction being made between the proton and the neutron in the nucleus, for simplicity. We now assume the large A approximation:
.
and "get by assuming the scale law R
where (S-a)
We note that the A-dependence of this cross-section turns out to be the same as that of the rms radius of the Fermi distribution, see (9) , indicating that our approach amounts to using the Fermi distribution to estimate the parameters r and ~ from the reaction cross-section.
For the heavy-ion (HI) reaction, we proceed in the same way. Note that (4-b) resembles the well-known Bradt-Peters formula [8] with the "overlapping parameter" ( 6) decreasing with nuclear size as has been observed experimentally [9] and that has been proposed previously [10] but remained unnoticed.
In the same approximation, these cross-sections may be written as
Note that these relations fall less rapidly than (4) and fit the light nucleus better. However, the geometric interpretation of these formulae is not so obvious as that of (4).
The Effective Radius
The physical meaning of the hadron-nucleus cross-section. (4a) is more apparent if we introduce an effective radius We note that theA dependence of ~ turns out to be similar to that of the rms radius of the Fermi-type distribution of nuclear matter
where R = r A1/3 is the half-way radius, ro being the rms radius parameter, a . and t the surface thickness:
to th~ order ~(1/AS/3) [11] .
For a test of (8), we use the nuclear radii measured by OESY-MIT [4] using photoproduction of po at 7. Our estimate of r agrees with their value 1.12 ± 0.02 fm. However the surface thickness t estimated according to (8) and (9) is 0.28 fm, somehow smaller than 0.56 fm used in their analysis [4] .
From (5-a) we find for the absorption mfp of po x = 1.07 ± 0.16 fm
Here X ,represents the effective mfp of ~ and ~ detected in the experiment for po identification.
x = 2.14 ± 0.32 fm ~ Thus l/X = 2/X and we obtain ~ This is in excellent agreement with 2.18 ± 0.24 fm estimated from ~-A reaction cross-sections at 3.9 GeV of a previous analysis [12] , and also with the Serpukhov data to be discussed in the next section.
Hadron-Nucleus Reactions
We now proceed to investigate the properties of hadron-nucleus reactions using the Serpukhov data of p,
+ -K-. and p at P lab = 6.65 to 60 GeV/c [5].
These data, except for p to be discussed later, are analyZed with (4-a). We then compute the corresponding mfp by (5-a). The parameters and fitting errors are summarized in Table I .
In Fig. 3 is shown a typical fit for p-A cross-section at 20 GeV/c. In general the fits are good. except that for light nuclei, there is a systematic deviation as is seen fro~ the figure.
Consider the radius parameter r. We note that it is well defined, with rather small errors, that it is practically independent of energy, and that it ;s different for p-A and ~ or K-A reactions.
As regards the mfp ~, the errors are rather large. We find rp > r~ and ~p ~ ~; likewise rp > r K and ~p <~. Note that ~p = ~/~c. Further discussions will be resumed in Sec. 6.
Turn now to the p-reactions. We find that here the least-squares fits with (4-a) yield a wrong sign to th~ parameter a. This in turn leads to an imaginary ~ according to (5); whereas a is in fact small compared to r. We have investigated this point further by fitting the data with the exact absorption cross-section (2-a). We found the same r 'and ~ consistent ~ith zero; the values thus obtained are listed in Fig. 3 ; the log plot is linear in contrast with that of p-A. which is slightly curved downward for small A.
Heavy-Ion Reactions
As for heavy-ion (HI) reactions, we sh~ll use the LBL experiment [6] Their parameters were used for an anomalon investigation [14] .
Our r is comparable to that of p-A in Table I ; whereas the mfp deduced from (5-b) is· 1 .96 ± 0.34 fm. about -20% longer than that of p-A as obtained in the previous section .. This difference may be due to the fact that the mechanism of Z-changing HI reactions is more complicated than for p-A reactions. see Sec. 7 for further discussion on this point.
8.
Finally, it should be noted that (4-b) should not be applied to the H-target by setting zero or a small value for the corresponding A-value in the formula, as is used in the literature. Indeed, we see that in doing so. (4-b) is reduced to the same form as (4-a) for p-A reactions. But, the parameter c which is » a p remains unaffected.
computed is underestimated.
Consequently, the cross-section thus
To illustrate this point which is sometimes overlooked, consider the mfp of 56 Fe in lucite C S H 8 0 2
. Assuming a density d = 1.18 g/cm 3 and using (4-b) for all elements, we find a mfp L8S cm compared to the experimental value 8.14 ± 0.04 cm [14] . Whereas the correct estimate using (4-a) for H yields 8.11 cm" in excellent agreement.
Properties of r and ~
We have investigated various nuclear reactions in terms of (4-a) and (4-b) with two parameters r and~. We find that both r and ~ depend on the nature of the projectile. It follows that the nuclear size can not be an intrinsic property. but depends on the nature of the probe. Referring to Table I . we note that the averages of mfpfor ~+ and.
reactions are practically the same; being 2.19 ± 0.35 and 2.09 ± 0.25 fm,
respectively. This indicates that the difference between the density distributions of p and n inside a nucleus is rather small. Note that these mfp agree with 2.05 fm estimated by Chou and Yang [2b].
• 9 + However, we expect that the parameters r and A are different for K and K-, since their absorption cross-sections are different. It would be interesting to investigate this point.
Consider now the averages of r and A for p and ~-A reactions discussed in Sec. 4. We may estimate the average cross-section per nucleon, assuming ~ 3 the average nucleon density to be Po = Or17 N/fm. We find ~PN = 40.8 ± 6.5 mb a~N = 26.8 ± 3.4 mb in agreement with well known free nucleon cross-sections.
As for the radius parameters, we find r /r = 1.07 ± 0.03 Note that according to the geometrical picture, this ratio can be expressed in terms of numbers of constituent quarks as follows In this regard, we note that this property holds also for the mfp.
Indeed, if Aq is the quark mfp, then , 3
We therefore expect (11 ) Experimentally, we find in agreement with Quark-counting. In passing, we note that from the . + parameters of the Fermi distribution of the BNl data of K-reactions on C and
Cu [11] we estimate ~ ~ 2.14 fm in agreement with those in Table I . 
, the parameters r and a = p • ./2r)2 being characteristic of the incident hadron.
As Ap is less than A" and A K
, the nucleus appears to be more transparent to meson than proton induced reactions; whereas all h-A cross-sections follow the same ~2 de;endence.
As for the HI .reactions, we note that in the case of like-nuclei, the 'cross-section a(A,A) can be expressed in terms of ap(A) of p-nucleus of the . same A. Indeed~ we find according to (4-a) and (4-b)
• .. [18] . Recall that these o(~,~) measurements refer to total rather than Z-changing reaction cross-sections.
Further investigations of HI cross-sections with BEVAlAC data are in progress by one of the authors (HC) and will be reported elsewhere. Reference to a company or product name does not imply approval or recommendation of the product by the University of California or the U.S. Department of Energy to the exclusion of others that may be suitable. 
